
?Technically Speaking? is a regular Tuesday commentary updating current market
trends and highlighting shorter-term investment strategies, risks, and potential
opportunities. Please send any comments or questions directly to me via•Email,
Facebook or•Twitter.

With the markets closed on Monday, there really isn't much to update you on "technically"•from this
past weekend's missive. The important point, if you haven't read it, was:

?The failure of the market to rotate to the ?risk on? trade should not be lightly
dismissed. •A healthy breakout of the market should have been accompanied by
both an increase in trading volume and leadership from the ?smaller and riskier?
stocks in the market. The chart below is the Russell 2000 Index as compared to the
S&P 500 Index.?
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You can see this exuberance in the deviation of the S&P 500 from its long-term moving averages
as compared to the collapse in the volatility index. There is simply ?NO FEAR? of a correction
in the markets currently which has always been a precedent for a correction in the past.•
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The chart below is a MONTHLY chart of the S&P 500 which removes the daily price volatility to
reveal some longer-term market dynamics. With the markets currently trading 3-standard
deviations above their intermediate-term moving average, and with longer-term sell signals
still weighing on the market, some caution is advisable.

While this analysis does NOT suggest an imminent "crash,"•it DOES SUGGEST a corrective
action is more likely than not. The only question, as always, is timing. • However, this brings
me to something I have addressed in the past but thought would be a good reminder•as we head
into the summer months:

"The most dangerous element to our success as investors...is ourselves."

The Formula To Buy High / Sell Low

This past week, Mark Yusko and I had the following exchange on Twitter.
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Great point...A formula for why individuals always lose: Speculation +
Psychology + Media Hype - Lack Of Discipline = Buy High/Sell Low
https://t.co/MoU2aFddQM

? Lance Roberts (@LanceRoberts) May 27, 2017

The point here is quite simple. Individuals, especially in very late-stage cyclical bull markets, tend
to get "sucked" into the markets primarily due to the Wall Street and media driven hype which
feeds the "fear of missing out (FOMO)." •As I noted previously:

?The longer a bull market exists, the more it is believed that it will last
indefinitely.?

The chart below shows the long-term view of the market with its inherent full-market (combined
secular bull and bear) cycles exposed.
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The idea of full market cycles is important to understand as this is precisely how the
formula•functions. In the•latter stages of the bull market cycle, as "exuberance" eventually sucks
the last of the holdouts back in, the "buy high"•side of the equation is fulfilled. The second half of the
full-market cycle will complete the process. Every year Dalbar releases their annual ?Quantitative
Analysis of Investor Behavior? study which continues to show just how poorly investors perform
relative to market benchmarks over time. More importantly, they discuss many of the reasons
for that underperformance which are all directly attributable to your brain.•

George Dvorsky once wrote that:

?The human brain is capable of 1016 processes per second, which makes it far more
powerful than any computer currently in existence. But that doesn?t mean our brains
don?t have major limitations. The lowly calculator can do math thousands of times
better than we can, and our memories are often less than useless ? plus, we?re subject
to cognitive biases, those annoying glitches in our thinking that cause us to make
questionable decisions and reach erroneous conclusions.?

Cognitive biases are an anathema to portfolio management as it impairs our ability to
remain emotionally disconnected from our money. As history all too clearly shows, investors
always do the ?opposite? of what they should when it comes to investing their own money. They
?buy high? as the emotion of ?greed? overtakes logic and ?sell low? as ?fear? impairs the
decision-making process. Here are the top-5 of the most insidious biases which•keep you from
achieving your long-term investment goals.
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1) Confirmation Bias

As individuals, we tend to seek out information that conforms to our current beliefs. If one believes
that the stock market is going to rise, they tend to only seek out news and information that
supports that position.•This confirmation bias is a primary driver of the psychological investing
cycle of individuals as shown below. I discussed this just recently in why "5-Laws Of Human
Stupidity"•and in•?Media Headlines Will Lead You To Ruin.?

As individuals, we want ?affirmation?•our current thought processes are correct. As human beings,
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we hate being told we are wrong, so we tend to seek out sources that tell us we are ?right.?
This is why it is always important to consider both sides of every debate equally and analyze the
data accordingly. Being right and making money are not mutually exclusive. The issue of
?confirmation bias? also creates a problem for the media. Since the media requires ?paid
advertisers? to create revenue, viewer or readership is paramount to obtaining those clients.• As
financial markets are rising, presenting non-confirming views of the financial markets
lowers views and reads as investors seek sources to ?confirm? their current beliefs. As
individuals, we want ?affirmation?•our current thought processes are correct. As human beings,
we hate being told we are wrong, so we tend to seek out sources that tell us we are ?right.?
This is why it is always important to consider both sides of every debate equally and analyze the
data accordingly. Being right and making money are not mutually exclusive.

2) Gambler?s Fallacy

The ?Gambler?s Fallacy? is one of the biggest issues faced by individuals when investing. As
emotionally driven human beings, we tend to put a tremendous amount of weight on
previous events believing that future outcomes will somehow be the same. The bias is clearly
addressed at the bottom of every piece of financial literature.

?Past performance is no guarantee of future results.?

However, despite that statement being plastered everywhere in the financial universe, individuals
consistently dismiss the warning and focus on past returns expecting similar results in the future.
This is one of the key issues that affect investor?s long-term returns. Performance chasing has a
high propensity to fail continually causing investors to jump from one late cycle strategy to
the next.•This is shown in the periodic table of returns below. ?Hot hands? only tend to last on
average 2-3 years before going ?cold.?
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I traced out the returns of the S&P 500 and the Barclay's Aggregate Bond Index for illustrative
purposes. Importantly, you should notice that whatever is at the top of the list in some years
tends to fall to the bottom of the list in subsequent years.•?Performance chasing? is a major
detraction from investor?s long-term investment returns. Of course, it also suggests that
analyzing last year's losers, which would make you a contrarian, has often yielded higher
returns in the near future. Just something to think about with "bonds"•as one of the most hated
asset classes currently.

3) Probability Neglect

When it comes to ?risk taking? there are two ways to assess the potential outcome. There are
?possibilities? and ?probabilities.? As individuals, we tend to lean toward what is possible
such as playing the ?lottery.?• The statistical probabilities of winning the lottery are astronomical,
in fact, you are more likely to die on the way to purchase the ticket than actually winning the lottery.
It is the ?possibility? of being fabulously wealthy that makes the lottery so successful as a
?tax on poor people.? As investors, we tend to neglect the ?probabilities? of any given
action which is specifically the statistical measure of ?risk? undertaken with any given
investment. As individuals, our bias is to ?chase? stocks that have already shown the biggest
increase in price as it is ?possible? they could move even higher. However, the ?probability? is that
most of the gains are likely already built into the current move and that a corrective action will occur
first. Robert Rubin, former Secretary of the Treasury, once stated;

?As I think back over the years, I have been guided by four principles for decision
making. First, the only certainty is that there is no certainty. Second, every
decision, as a consequence, is a matter of weighing probabilities. Third, despite
uncertainty we must decide and we must act. And lastly, we need to judge decisions not
only on the results, but on how they were made. Most people are in denial about
uncertainty. They assume they?re lucky, and that the unpredictable can be reliably
forecast. This keeps business brisk for palm readers, psychics, and stockbrokers,
but it?s a terrible way to deal with uncertainty. If there are no absolutes, then all
decisions become matters of judging the probability of different outcomes, and
the costs and benefits of each. Then, on that basis, you can make a good
decision.?

Probability neglect is another major component to why investors consistently ?buy high and sell
low.?

4) Herd Bias

Though we are often unconscious of the action, humans tend to ?go with the crowd.?•Much of
this behavior relates back to ?confirmation? of our decisions but also the need for acceptance. The
thought process is rooted in the belief that if ?everyone else? is doing something, they if I want to
be accepted I need to do it too. In life, ?conforming? to the norm is socially accepted and in many
ways expected. However, in the financial markets, the ?herding? behavior is what drives market
excesses during advances and declines. As Howard Marks once stated:

?Resisting ? and thereby achieving success as a contrarian ? isn?t easy. Things
combine to make it difficult; including natural herd tendencies and the pain
imposed by being out of step, since momentum invariably makes pro-cyclical
actions look correct for a while. (That?s why it?s essential to remember that ?being
too far ahead of your time is indistinguishable from being wrong.? Given the uncertain
nature of the future, and thus the difficulty of being confident your position is the



right one ? especially as price moves against you ? it?s challenging to be a
lonely contrarian.?

Moving against the ?herd? is where the most profits are generated by investors in the long term.
The difficulty for most individuals, unfortunately, is knowing when to ?bet? against the stampede.

5) Anchoring Effect

This is also known as a ?relativity trap? which is the tendency for us to compare our current
situation within the scope of our own limited experiences. For example, I would be willing to bet that
you could tell me exactly what you paid for your first home and what you eventually sold it for.•
However, can you tell me what exactly what you paid for your first bar of soap, your first
hamburger or your first pair of shoes? Probably not. The reason is that the purchase of the
home was a major ?life? event. Therefore, we attach particular significance to that event and
remember it vividly. If there was a gain between the purchase and sale price of the home, it was a
positive event and, therefore, we assume that the next home purchase will have a similar result.•
We are mentally ?anchored? to that event and base our future decisions around a very
limited data. When it comes to investing we do very much the same thing. If we buy a stock and it
goes up, we remember that event. Therefore, we become anchored to that stock as opposed to
one that lost value. Individuals tend to ?shun? stocks that lost value even if they were simply
bought and sold at the wrong times due to investor error. After all, it is not ?our? fault that the
investment lost money; it was just a bad stock. Right? This ?anchoring? effect also contributes
to performance chasing over time. If you made money with ABC stock but lost money on DEF,
then you ?anchor? on ABC and keep buying it as it rises. When the stock begins its inevitable
?reversion,? investors remain ?anchored? on past performance until the ?pain of
ownership? exceeds their emotional threshold. It is then that they panic ?sell? and are now
?anchored? to a negative experience and never buy shares of ABC again. This is ultimately the
"end-game" of the current rise of the•"passive indexing" mantra.•When the selling begins, there will
be a point where the pain of "holding" becomes to great as losses mount. It is at that point where
"passive indexing" becomes "active selling" as our inherent emotional biases overtake the
seemingly simplistic logic of "buy and hold."••

Conclusion

In the end, we are just human. Despite the best of our intentions, it is nearly impossible for an
individual to be devoid of the emotional biases that inevitably lead to poor investment decision
making over time. This is why all great investors have strict investment disciplines that they
follow to reduce the impact of human emotions. Take a step back from the media, and Wall
Street commentary, for a moment and make an honest assessment of the financial markets today.
Does the current extension of the financial markets appear to be rational? Are individuals
current assessing the ?possibilities? or the ?probabilities? in the markets? As individuals,
we are investing our hard earned ?savings? into the Wall Street casino. Our job is to ?bet? when
the ?odds? of winning are in our favor.•Secondly, and arguably the most important, is to know
when to "push away" from the table to keep our "winnings."


